52BLR 60A AMPERE METER

-60A
With Illumination

52WBLR 60A AMPERE METER

-60A
With Illumination

52CD66” 120-250 WATER TEMP.

Mechanical Type
With Illumination
°F Indication
Cable Length 66 Inches
Cylinder Nut 5/8”-18 UNF-2A

52SL40” 120-250 WATER TEMP.

Mechanical Type
With Illumination
525 Series w/o Illumination
°F Indication
Cable Length (Inch)
47, 59, 66, 72, 80, 100, 110, 120, 150, 180, 200, 240
Cylinder Nut 5/8”-18 UNF-2A

52CB1.5M 50-120 WATER TEMP.

Mechanical Type
With Illumination
°C Indication
Cable Length (M)
1.5, 4.0
Cylinder Nut 5/8”-18 UNF-2A

52BLR72”120-250 WATER TEMP.

Mechanical Type
With Illumination
°F Indication
Cable Length (Inch)
72, 120, 144
Cylinder Nut 5/8”-18 UNF-2A

52WBLR72”100-220 WATER TEMP.

Mechanical Type
With Illumination
°F Indication
Cable Length (Inch)
72, 120, 144
Cylinder Nut 5/8”-18 UNF-2A

52CD1.5M 50-120 WATER TEMP.

Mechanical Type
With Illumination
°C Indication
Cable Length (M)
1.5, 4.0
Cylinder Nut 5/8”-18 UNF-2A

52CS1.0M50-120 WATER TEMP.

Mechanical Type
With Illumination
°C Indication
Cable Length (M)
1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5, 5.0
Cylinder Nut 5/8”-18 UNF-2A

ES2CB120-2 / ET-5 WATER TEMP.

ES2CB120-2 / ET-5 (12V)
ES2CB120-3 / ET-5 (24V)
Electrical Type
With Illumination
°C Indication
Cylinder Nut 5/8”-18 UNF-2A
ET-5

With Illumination
**AUTO METER**

**52BLR 10K OIL PRESS.**
- Mechanical Type
- With Illumination
- Kilo Indication
- Joint Boss 10m/m φ1.25

**E52CB 18V VOLT METER**
- 12V
- With Illumination
- Quick Moving Type

**52WBLR 10K OIL PRESS.**
- Mechanical Type
- With Illumination
- Kilo Indication
- Joint Boss 10m/m φ1.25

**E52CB 36V VOLT METER**
- 24V
- With Illumination
- Quick Moving Type

**E52CD7K-2 / EO-2 OIL PRESS.**
- E52CD7K-2/EO-2 (12V)
- E52CD7K-3/EO-2 (24V)
- Electrical Type
- With Illumination
- Kilo Indication
- Joint Boss 1/8”-28PT
- EO-2

**E52SL 18V VOLT METER**
- 12V
- With Illumination
- Quick Moving Type

**E52CB10K-2 / EO-5 OIL PRESS.**
- E52CB10K-2/EO-5 (12V)
- E52CD10K-3/EO-5 (24V)
- Electrical Type
- With Illumination
- Kilo Indication
- Joint Boss 1/8”-28PT
- EO-5

**E52SL 36V VOLT METER**
- 24V
- With Illumination
- Quick Moving Type

**E52SL6K-2 / EO-4 OIL PRESS.**
- E52SL6K-2/EO-4 (12V)
- E52SL6K-3/EO-4 (24V)
- Electrical Type
- With Illumination
- Kilo Indication
- Joint Boss 1/8”-28PT
- EO-4

**E52CBH-2 HOUR METER**
- E52CBH-2 (12V)
- E52CBH-3 (24V)
- With Illumination
AUTO METER

**E52SLG-2**

**FUEL METER**

- E52SLG-2 (12V)
- E52SLG-3 (24V)
- With Illumination

**UT**

**SENDING UNIT**

- 12V / 24V
- Ref. No. 8840-9508
- Adjustable Arm and Support from 190m/m to 300m/m to Fit Fuel Tank

**52SLG-2I**

**FUEL METER**

- 52SLG-2I (12V)
- 52SLG-3I (24V)
- With Illumination
- 52SG-2I w/o Illumination
- 52SG-3I w/o Illumination

**52CP-1**

**METER PANEL**

- Dull Finished Black Plate

**52CDG-2I**

**FUEL METER**

- 52CDG-2I (12V)
- 52CDG-3I (24V)
- With Illumination

**52CBG-2**

**FUEL METER**

- E52CBG-2 (12V)
- E52CBG-3 (24V)
- With Illumination